
High Standards: Maestro Says Independent
Hoteliers Need a PMS Tech Partner That
Matches Their Service Culture

The growing importance of hospitality

technology is extending the service

culture reach beyond the front desk

MARKHAM, ONTARIO, CANADA, May

17, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Hospitality is just not like other

industries when it comes to giving and

receiving customer service. This is a

business that is built on patience and

understanding, as well as an

unwillingness to compromise on

quality and effort. Maestro, the

preferred Web Browser based cloud

and on-premises property-management system for independent hotels, says these elements are

the secret sauce that make hospitality so profitable and rewarding, and it’s why hotels thrive

when they share a service culture with like-minded partners.

At the core of operations,

PMS technology defines

what a hotel is capable of

and how guests can be

served.”

Warren Dehan

“When it comes to technology partnerships, independent

hoteliers often lack a safety net when providers fail to

deliver on what is promised,” said Maestro President

Warren Dehan. “That’s why it is essential to choose an

innovative company with a solid reputation for trusted

service, proven systems, and the ability to adapt to a

clients’ needs to support future growth. 

“At the core of operations, PMS technology defines what a

hotel is capable of and how guests can be served,” he said. “Therefore, selecting a vendor with

solutions that offer mobile- and browser-based platforms with flexible deployment options and

an all-in-one approach to the technology can make the difference in how guest data is made

accessible to the operating teams.”
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Independent operators must align with PMS partners that share their view of the industry and

how quality service is defined and delivered.

Hospitality First

When buying a new product or making a new technology investment, there will inevitably be

questions. How quickly answers to those questions are provided, and how responses are

delivered, can tell a lot about the partnership from the start. It is not enough to point someone

in the general direction of an answer, you must lead them there and practice stellar customer

service along the way. 

“This dedication to providing a quality experience is a natural part of hospitality, and it is well

understood by PMS partners in this space,” Dehan said. “When seeking a new property-

management system, hoteliers should look not only at the technology, but what providers do

culturally to improve their service delivery. It’s the company commitment from the top down that

counts.” 

Ask yourself these questions:

	Do potential partners offer regular town halls between employees and leadership to improve

internal communication? 

	Do they properly recognize their employees for exemplary client service? 

	Is leadership available to employees to review and track their personal growth?

If the hotel’s PMS provider is also offering a level of service to workers that keeps them happy,

they will be better equipped to help their hospitality clients succeed day-to-day. 

The culture of independent hotels is always set by ownership and management, and they want

to see this reflected in their chosen partners. The leaders at these properties are setting the pace

for their daily operations. 

Welcome Back

The hospitality industry remains hyper-fixated on labor and culture today, and rightly so.

Financial recovery is rebounding as leisure travel makes its triumphant return, but the culture

behind the scenes may have been irreparably damaged by the pandemic. Many operators were

forced to furlough or let go team members who were vital to the identity of a property.

Unfortunately, innate skillsets and unique industry knowledge left with them.

“The ability to retain staff could mean the difference between an efficient and rocky relationship

with any of your hotel’s partners, and the impact this shift has left on the culture within

hospitality is unmistakable,” Dehan said. “If a technology provider can show real longevity with its

staff, or a willingness to train and grow those within its organization to preserve skills and

knowledge and better succeed, hotels will take notice. The investment back into staff ultimately

will affect the service levels extended to their client partners.”



Understanding the hidden investment a partner PMS vendor is making into its team and clients

is also paramount, he said. This often goes unnoticed when researching a partner, but it will

have a significant impact on the future relationship once engaged in a long-term agreement.  

When selecting a PMS partner, make sure the company consistently invests in its service levels to

clients by adding more avenues to reach them that align with your hotel staff needs; provides

live chat help with real agents and a 24/7 manned and live help desk; offers ongoing system

audits to ensure you are maximizing your investment; features a culture of care and client-first

accountability to ensure you are responded to no matter what the need and guided towards

resolution; and makes available internal education programs to cross train departments and

create a learning and sharing environment to ultimately benefit the client at point of contact.

How the PMS partner enables sharing and caring in its’ own environment is crucial.

“Lastly, operators should be well informed as to the terms of their PMS providers’ software

license,” Dehan said. “Every agreement in the industry has quirks, addendums, and hidden

attributes that must be accounted for, including whether your regular version upgrades are part

of the annual licensing fees. Learning how balanced the agreement is, and how it puts the

control in the hand of the client, can speak to a company’s trustworthiness, their intentions, and

even its business acumen.”

Finding a reliable partner is never easy, but the benefits far outweigh the challenges. If hoteliers

can practice due diligence and find a partner they align with culturally, hospitality will come

naturally.

About Maestro

Maestro is the preferred Web Browser based cloud and on-premises PMS solution for

independent hotels, luxury resorts, conference centers, condo vacation rentals, and multi-

property groups. Maestro’s PCI certified and EMV ready enterprise system offers a Web browser

version (or Windows) complete with 20+ integrated modules on a true single database, including

mobile and contactless apps to support a digitalized guest and staff journey from booking to

checkout and everything in between. Maestro’s sophisticated solutions, with a collection of open

APIs to 100s of 3rd party systems, empower operators to increase profitability, drive direct

bookings, centralize operations, and engage guests with a personalized experience. For over 40

years Maestro’s Diamond Plus Service has provided unparalleled 24/7 North American based

Live support and education services to keep hospitality groups productive and competitive.  Click

here for more information on Maestro. Click here to get your free PMS Buying guide.
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